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Variable and reversible quantum structures on a single carbon nanotube
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The band gap of a semiconducting single wall carbon nanotube decreases and eventually vanishes leading to
metalization as a result of increasing radial deformation. This sets in a band offset between the undeformed and
deformed regions of a single nanotube. Based on the superlattice calculations, we show that these features can
be exploited to realize various quantum well structures on a single nanotube with variable and reversible
electronic properties. These quantum structures and nanodevices incorporate mechanics and electronics.
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Unusual properties of electrons in the quantum structu
which were realized by using semiconductor heterostructu
(AnBm) have initiated several fundamental studies.1 Owing
to the band offsets of the semiconductor heterostructures
energies of the band states of one semiconductorB may fall
into the band gap of the adjacent semiconductorA. Accord-
ing to the effective mass approximation~EMA!, the height
~depth! of the conduction~valence! band edge ofA from that
of B, DEC (DEV), behaves as a potential barrier for ele
trons~holes!. For example,m layers ofB betweenn layers of
two A’s form a quantum well yielding confined electron
states. The depth of the well and the width of the barrier a
well ~in terms of number of layersn andm, respectively! are
crucial parameters to monitor the resulting electronic pr
erties. Multiple quantum well structures~MQW’s! or reso-
nant tunneling double barrier structures~RTDB’s! can be
tailored from the combination ofA andB, and from various
stacking sequence ofn andm.

Single wall carbon nanotubes2 ~SWNT’s! can display me-
tallic or semiconducting character depending on their chir
ties and diameters.3,4 Similar to the aforementioned idea e
ploited extensively in crystals,1 quantum structures can als
be produced in SWNT’s.5–9 It has been experimentally dem
onstrated that a rectifying behavior can be achieved by
junction of two different SWNT’s.6 Furthermore, the trans
port measurements on the ropes7 and individual nanotubes8

have indicated a resonant tunneling behavior. Recently,
quantum dot behavior has been also observed.9 Like the
semiconductor heterostructures, a different electronic pr
erty requires each time the fabrication of a new device us
SWNT junctions.

In this work, we propose a practical and interesting alt
native, and show that various quantum structures can ea
be realized on an individual SWNT, and their electron
properties can bevariably and reversibly monitored. We
predict and use the feature that the band gap of a semi
ducting SWNT can be modified by radial deformation10 as
described in Fig. 1~a!. More importantly, if such a deforma
tion is not uniform but has different strength at differe
zones, each zone displays different band gap. Owing to
band offsets at the junction of different zones, MQW’s
RTDB’s of the desired electronic character can be form
and novel electronic nanodevices can be engineered o
single nanotube. This scheme is quite different from the p
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vious constructions of SWNT heterostructures or quant
dots,5 where one had to fabricate each time a different ju
tion or topological defects to satisfy the desired electro
character.

First-principles calculations are carried out within th
generalized gradient approximation~GGA! using plane
waves~PW! with a cutoff energy of 500 eV and ultraso
pseudopotentials.11,12Constrained structure optimizations a
performed on the SWNT under transversal compression.
zigzag~7,0! tube is a semiconductor when it is undeforme

FIG. 1. ~a! Top and side view of~primitive! unit cells of the
~7,0! SWNT under different degrees of elliptic~circumferential!
deformation. Undeformed tube with circular cross section is labe
type I. ~b! Variation of the energy band gapEg , and~c! density of
states at the Fermi energy,D(EF) with deformationa/b calculated
by the first-principles PW method.~d! Variation ofEg , and~e! first
and second states at the edge of the conduction band (c1 , c2), and
first and second states at the edge of the valence band (v1 , v2) with
a/b calculated by the TB method.
R16 345 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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but its band gapEg is modified upon introducing an elliptic
deformation, which is quantified by the ratio of the ellipt
major axis to the minor axisa/b. The band gap decrease
with increasinga/b, and eventually vanishes fora/b;1.28
@see Fig. 1~b!#. After the onset of metalization upon th
closure of the band gap, the density of states at the Fe
energy D(EF) increases with further increase ofa/b, as
shown in Fig. 1~c!. Relatively stronger radial deformation
are required for the closure of the gap of~8,0! and
~9,0! tubes. The radial deformationa/b, the strain energy
per atomEs , and the compressive force on the fixed ato
Fc at the closure of the band gap are calculated to
(a/b51.28; Es518 meV; Fc50.32 eV/A), (a/b51.54;
Es538 meV; Fc50.31 eV/A), and (a/b51.36; Es518
meV; Fc50.25 eV/A) for ~7,0!, ~8,0!, and ~9,0! tubes,
respectively.12 The armchair~6,6! SWNT maintains the me
tallic behavior despite the radial deformation. Remarkab
the induced deformations, in particular those causing
insulator-metal transition, are elastic. Our results confi
that the atomic structure and hence the electronic prope
return to the original, undeformed state when the comp
sive stress is lifted.

Normally, as the radiusR→` the electronic structure of a
SWNT near the band edges becomes similar to that obta
by folding the p* and p bands of graphene. However,
singlet state at the band edge of a (n,0) SWNT with smallR
involves significants* -p* hybridization.3 This state occurs
above thep* band (n59), but falls in the gap (n57,8) and
eventually closes the gap (n56) asn decreases.3,12 Appar-
ently, the estimate ofEg based on the simple extrapolatio
using the experimental gaps of SWNT with relatively larg
radius4 is not valid for the~7,0! tube. In the present case
introducing radial deformation and hence increasing the c
vature at both ends of the elliptic major axis reduces the b
gap of the~7,0! SWNT owing to the enhanceds* -p* hy-
bridization.

We also perform tight binding~TB! total energy and elec
tronic structure calculations for the undeformed and u
formly deformed ~7,0! SWNT by using transferable
parameters13 related to carbon 2s and 2px,y,z orbitals. The
radial deformation has been induced by approaching two
oms of the unit cell at one end of the diameter to two sim
atoms at the other end indicated by dark atoms in Fig. 1~a!.
Once the transversal strain is set by fixing these four ato
the rest of the atoms are relaxed by the conjugate grad
method. We consider undeformed (a/b51) and five differ-
ent degrees of radial deformation (a/b.1). The variation of
Eg , first and second states of the conduction band, (c1 and
c2) and those of the valence band, (v1 andv2) are illustrated
in Figs. 1~d! and 1~e!. Data points on the curves shown
these figures correspond to different degrees of elliptic
formations from I to VI as described in Fig. 1~a!. We note
deviations between the first-principles PW and empirical
results perhaps due to the differences in the details of
deformations and limitations of the empirical method. It
also known that the band gapEg is usually underestimate
by local density approximation~LDA ! calculations. On the
other hand, as discussed before, thes* -p* hybridization
effect is crucial for settingEg , and first-principles PW cal-
culations described it better. While the present GGA cal
lations for the undeformed~7,0! tube findsEg50.242 eV,
an earlier LDA calculation3
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predictedEg50.09 eV. Our TB calculations using transfe
able parameters predictEg;0.5 eV and hence relatively
stronger deformation is required to reduce the TB gapEg to
0.1 eV. Earlier TB calculations foundEg;1.0 eV for unde-
formed tube.14 Comparison of band gaps measured by ST
spectroscopy6 with those calculated by different method
and an extensive analysis for their variation with the rad
deformation applied on different SWNT’s will be present
elsewhere.12 Nevertheless, both methods~PW and TB! pre-
dict here similar overall behavior for the band gap variati
with the radial deformation. We will use the TB method
study MQW’s, since it allows us to treat a large number
carbon atoms, which cannot be treated easily with
present first-principles PW method. We will treat the~7,0!
tube as a prototype system.

ReducingEg and eventually the onset of insulator-met
transition, and further metallization of certain SWNT’s wi
increasing radial deformation, and the reversible nature o
these sequence of physical events incorporate importan
gredients suitable to form quantum structures and nano
vices. We investigate MQW’s as a generic system and d
onstrate that one can generate electronic proper
convenient for various device applications. To start, we c
sider a~7,0! zigzag nanotube, that is pressed to squash o
at certain regions. We assume that the undeformed regioA
of n unit cells,15 and adjacent deformed regionB of m unit
cells ~one interface atomic layer at both side has interme
ary deformation! repeat periodically, so that the translation
periodicity along the axis of the tube involvesn1m516
cells and 448 carbon atoms. This tube forms a (AnBm) su-
perlattice of semiconductor heterostructure, where the b
gap of A is larger than that ofB. Since Eg(A;a/b51)
.Eg(B;a/b.1), a band offset shall occur at the junctio
The (n58, m58) supercells of the superlattices are sch
matically described for two different degrees of deformati
in Fig. 2. Note that at low degree of deformation the juncti
can be formed by using one interface layer, while more
terface layers may be necessary ifB is severely deformed o
a graded junction is aimed.

Experimental and theoretical methods have been propo
in the past to determine the band offsets, and hence to re
the band diagram perpetuating along the superlattice a
For the present situation ambiguities exist in calculat
alignments of the band edges and to determine band diag

FIG. 2. Schematic descriptions of the (A8B8) supercells of the
superlattices generated from the~7,0! SWNT. cs is the lattice pa-
rameter.~a! RegionA is undeformed,B has elliptic cross section o
type III. The interface layer has type-II deformation.~b! Severely
deformedB has type-VI deformation with two interface layers o
type-II and -IV deformation.
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in real space including band bowing due to the charge tra
fer betweenA andB. Even if the band diagram were know
it is not obvious whether EMA is applicable for an ind
vidual, non uniformly deformed SWNT. Therefore, inste
of applying EMA to the 1D band diagram, we directly ca
culate the electronic structure of the (AnBm) superlattice on
an individual ~7,0! SWNT. The band alignment is not ex

FIG. 3. Upper panel: local density of statesL(E, j ); lower
panel: the state densityuC i ,k( j )u2 at the cellj of the superlattices
which display MQW’s behavior.~a! (A8B8); ~b! (A4B12); ~c!
(A12B4).
s-

plicit, but it is indigenous to the method and hence the c
fined states shall be obtained directly from the present
superlattice calculations.16

We performed calculations on three different superlatti
described in Fig. 2~a!, i.e., (A8B8); (A4B12); (A12B4), and
calculated the electronic statesC i ,k(r ) with band energy
Ei ,k . Here,i andk are the band index and wave vector of t
superlattice along its axis. Because of flat superlattice ba
we considered only theG point in the superlattice Brillouin
zone. Figure 3 illustrates the local~or cell! density of states,
L(E, j )5( i ,k* jdr uC i ,k(r )u2d(E2Ei ,k) and the state density
uC i ,k( j )u25* jdr uC i ,k(r )u2 both integrated at each cellj in
the supercell.L(E, j ) with higher density near the ban
edges ofB ~i.e., small gap region! is due to quantum well
states and hence is consistent with the discussion prese
at the beginning. Second peak ofL(E, j ) in the conduction
band occurs inA, and becomes well separated from the fi
peak in the superlattice (A4B12). The well known behavior
of MQW’s is apparent with the confinement of states at
band edges. The first states at the band edges ofB, i.e., c1
and v1 are confined inB suggesting a normal band offse
The confinement of the second state in the valence bandv2
is rather weak. On the other hand, the second state of
conduction band,c2 is not confined in the well ofB, but is
localized at the barrier ofA. It appears that the energy ofc2
occurs above the well inB, and c2 cannot match with the
next higher energy state ofB. Similar to that observed in
short periodicity AlxGa12xAs superlattices,16 this situation
demonstrates that the description of the superlattice e
tronic structure in terms of one-dimensional~1D! multiple
square well states obtained within the simple EMA can f
owing to the band structure effects. The confinement ofc1
and v1 states increases withn, i.e., with the length of the
barrier region. This is an expected result, since the lon
barrier prevents the tunneling of these states throughA. Also
the energy ofc1 raises with decreasingm. This is a direct
consequence of the uncertainty principle.

Figure 4 shows the MQW’s behavior of the superlatti
described in Fig. 2~b!, whereB is strongly deformed. The
state density and local density of states indicate that the c
fined statesc1 andv1 display relatively higher localization a

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 3~a! except thatB has type-VI cross
section shown in Fig. 1~a!.
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the interface. This situation originates from the interfa
atomic structure connectingA to strongly deformedB. Dif-
ferent band offsets can also be realized by setting up dif
ent level of deformations at bothA andB. Again, depending
on the level of the deformationEg(B;a/b.1) can even be
zero that makes a metal-semiconductor superlattice struc
Furthermore, from the junction of two metalized SWNT
having differentD(EF) one can form a metal-metal supe
lattice.

In MQW’s, the truly 1D states are normally propagatin
with the wave vectork, and form a band structure. Th
bands become flatter with increasingn, and eventually the
band picture breaks down and states become totally local
in the quantum well~or in B). This way the superlattice is
expected to experience a Mott metal-insulator transiti
Furthermore, a randomly deformed SWNT can be an in
esting system to investigate electron localization in 1D. T
modulating ord doping of a MQW’s or QW’s~also quantum
dots! may exhibit interesting effects on the transpo
properties.16 It is interesting to note that the resonance co
dition of a RTDB’s withAn8Bm8An8 having contacts to meta
reservoirs from both ends shall be monitored by the de
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mation and size ofB. Strain or pressure nanogauges or va
able nanoresistors can be developed based on the fact tha
metalization and hence the conductance of a~7,0! nanotube
can be changed with the applied deformation. Also a ju
tion An8Bm8 with metallicB is expected to show a rectifying
behavior. We also note that a 3D grid of MQW’s can
constructed by periodic stacking of tubes where quant
wells occur at crossing points. The electronic properties
this system can be varied with the stacking sequence
applied pressure. Finally, we point out that the recent exp
mental work17 which showed that the controlled local defo
mation can be achieved.

In conclusion, we showed that the electronic properties
a semiconducting SWNT can be modified by introduci
radial deformation which can be used to produce interes
quantum structures and devices on a single tube, suc
MQW’s, RTDB’s, rectifying junction, and variable nanore
sistor with continuously tunable electronic properties.
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